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ABSTRACT

In this paper, using the notion of an isolating Tslock and the

concept of canonical regions, three existence criteria of trajectories

connecting a pair of critical points of planar differential equations

are given.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Many questions arising in the physical sciences are concerned with

the existence of trajectories joining a pair of critical points of differential

equations. That is: Is there a trajectory that, as t —=>+ no and t -» - <*> •

tends to a given pair of critical points of the equation? A considerable

number of papers have been written in connection with this subject (e.g.

[l , 2\). (see [l] for further references,)

For a flow in the plane, Conley in tjf| has shown the following

result: "Suppose there are precisely two critical points in an isolating

block B, one of which is a repeller, and further suppose there is a

continuous function on the block that is strictly decreasing on nonconstant

trajectories. Then there must be a trajectory in the block running from the

repeller to the other critical point". Practically speaking, this concrete

statement of the connecting problem,as stated in the above result, will suffice

to treat many circumstances for planar flows, especially in those cases which

one Of the critical points is an elementary critical point, A node or a

focus is just as a repeller (or an attractor, in this case we only need to

consider the reverse flow). In tte case in which all the critical points in the

block are saddle points, to establish the existence of connecting trajectories

will be more difficult mathematically. However, this kind of connecting

trajectories always appears in the structurally instable systems so that it

is difficult to be realized physically.

In this paper we shall give some other sufficient conditions for the

existence of connecting trajectories for planar flows under the above concrete

statement.
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2. THE MAIN RESULTS

Consider the differential system defined in the plane

Let the vector field V=(X,¥) define a flow f{p,t). Let Be R be the
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closure of a bounded and connected open set with the boundary iB* and

there are no critical points of (1) in 3 B. We define a subset b + of

dB by

: 3 f (J»,t-t,

Hence, if p t b , the trajectory through p leaves B for a short backwards

time. Similarly, let

and

X, = 96 : V 'i tarujent -to 8 at

We now introduce the following definition [4,5].

Definition 1. We say that B is an isolating block for the flow

defined by (1) if b+f| b~= X, JDld. b*U b"= »B .

It follows from the above definition that if B is an isolating block,

then all the tangencies to B must be external.

Definition 2. If a simple closed curve C is the union of alternating

nonclosed whole trajectories and critical points, and it Is contained in the

CO (or C*i ) - limit set of some trajectory, then we say that C is a

singular closed trajectory.

In this paper, we shall prove the following theorems.

Theorem 1. If the system (l) admits an isolating block B such

that the following two conditions are satisfied in B:

(i) there are precisely two critical points, one of which is a

repeller ;

(ii) there are no closed trajectories and singular closed trajectories.

Then there must be a trajectory in B running from the repeller to

the other critical point.
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Theorem 2. Suppose X, Y •;_ C1 . If the system (1) admits a simply

connected isolating block B such that the following two conditions are

satisfied in B:

(i) there are precisely two critical points, one of which is a

repeller; "

(ii) there is a continuously differentiable function U.(x,y> such

that the function

(2)

does not change sign.

Then there must be a trajectory in B running from the repeller to

the other critical point.

Theorem 3. Let the system (1) admit an isolating block B such that

there are precisely two critical points O and 0 In B, one of which,

say 0 , is a repeller. Suppose there is a trajectory originating from 0

which tends to some critical point.

Then there must be a trajectory in B running from the repeller to

the critical point Og.

Remark• The condition (ii) of Theorem 1 arises from a rather simple

idea. A closed trajectory (or a singular closed trajectory) in the plane

can enclose a certain critical point so that the connection becomes

impossible. So, for the flows defined In the plane, the relationship

between the existence of connecting trajectories and the existence of

closed trajectories or singular closed trajectories is closer as compared

with the case R , n > 2 .

There are simple counterexamples which show that the condition

which B is an isolating block cannot be dropped.

Theorem 2 gives an analytical determination for the existence of

connecting trajectories by means of the right-hand sides of the equation (1).

Theorem 3 tells us that the existence of the trajectory joining 0

and a third critical point can imply the existence of the trajectory

joining 0 and 0 .
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3. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS

The main tools in the proof of our theorems are the notion of an

isolating block ([4,5l) and the concept of canonical regions ([6,7]) for

the flow defined by (1).

Let It be a continuous flow on the 2-manifold M (in the case which

we consider, l e t I.

Definition 3. A component of M, say M , with the restricted flow,

is called a parallel region of "Ft if (M , JT ) is equivalent to one of

the following:

2
1. ft with flow defined by x = 1, y = O :

_2 i * '
2. fit - {oj with flow defined (in polar coordinates) by y= 0, 9=1

3. fl2 _ {oj with flow defined by y - y , & = 0.

We distinguish these as strip region, annular region, spiral region,

respectively.

Denote the trajectory (+ semitrajectory) of p £M by j (p)(y(p))

and let

where "cl" denotes closure.

Definition 4. We say that ^(p) is a separatrix of 7C if y(p)

is not contained in a parallel neighbou+iood H satisfying both

(1) for ar.y HCM, <*(q) - <* ( P ) and €*|(q) = 0>(p).

and (ii) cl(N> - N consists of «t(p), <*J(p) and exactly two

trajectories y ( a ) , ^(b) of "JT , with «C(a) =ot(b) = o{(p) and

CO (a) = W(b) = W(p) .

Let 2T denote tha union of all separatrices of 7T '• T— is a

closed invariant subset of M.

Definition 5. A component of the complement of X. in M, with the

restricted flow, is called a canonical region of Tt,

It has been proved in \l\ that any canonical region of (M,TE) is

parallel.

We now first prove the following lemma which presents a geometric

property of an isolating block in the plane.

Lemma 1. suppose B C B ? is an isolating block for the flow defined

by (1). Suppose a trajectory f1 of (1) leaves B from 13^ (a strict

exit point) and then enters B at U£ (a strict entrance point) so that the

region K enclosed by the curvilinear figure U^m U^ m^ L^ made up of the

trajectory arc U m U and the segmental arc Ug
 m
1
u
1
 o f 3 B i s a

simply connected region (Fig.l). Then there must be at least one critical

point of (1) in K,

Proof of Lemma 1. By the definition of an isolating block , there

are no critical points of (1) on the segmental arc U ^ U ^ of J B , So,

it follows from the continuity of the vector field V that there must be at

leasb one tangency to B on the segmental arc U m U of JB. And,

all these tangencies must be external. Further, by Definition 1, each of

these tangencies is both a strict exit point and a strict entrance point.

Therefore, when a point p moving along the segmental arc U m U passes

a tangency, the vector field V will change its direction, that is, the

points on one of the half-neighbourhoodR are the strict exit points^ while

the points on the other half-neighbourhood are the strict entrance points.

Let c , c , c ... c be the tangencies to be arranged in numeral
1 2 3 2n—1

order on the arc U m U . (For convenience let U = c , U =c ) Then
1 1 2 1 0 ^ ?n

the points on the segmental arcs c c ,c c ,..,,c c of U m U are the stri*
0 1 2 3 2n—2 2n—1 1 1 2

exit points, while the points on the segmental arcs c c ,c c c c
1 2 3 4 2n-l 2n

of U m U are the strict entrance points.

We proceed by induction. First suppose n = 1. That is, there is

only one tangency c^ on the arc 0 m 0 . Consider a positive semi-

trajectory ^ (c ) originating from c (fig.2 with k=l). There are

several possibilities: (i) y (c ) and V ( c ) make up a closed trajectory

in K. By a known theorem [8], there is at least one critical point in the

interior of the region enclosed by this closed trajectory, hence in K.

(ii) V (c ) leaves K from the point (3 on the segmental arc c U of U m U

Then the o< -limit set of y (c ) must be contained in the region

enclosed by the segmental arc c (5 of U m U and the trajectory arc c fl

° f V'°l'' h e n c e i n K- (iii) y* (c ) leaves K from some point on

the segmental arc (J c of U n U . The resulting conclusion is similar



to (ii). By the Poincare-Bendixson theory of planar systems, the to -limit

set of V (c ) (or the flt -limit set of <J (c )) is a single critical

point, or a single closed trajectory, or a. connected set which is the union

of whole trajectories, some of which are critical points and the others

nonclosed trajectories tending to critical points both as t -+ - CO and

as t —* + 0 0 . In every case one can imply that there is at least one

critical point in K. So, when n ~ 1, Lemma 1 has been proved.

Let k > l be an arbitrary positive integer. Let us now make the

inductional hypothesis that Lemma 1 is true for n^ k-1 (i.e., for all

thai)
those odd numbers which are not greater i- 2k-3) , We need to show that it is

also true for n=k (i.e., for the odd number 2k-l).

In fact, from n = k-1 to n=k , two tangencies C and C

are added to the arc U m U . Consider a negative semitrajectory

\/ (6 ) originating from the point 6 on the segmental arc C C
0 ' 1 1 2k—o *£K—2

of U m U (Fig. 2). If J"(B ) stays in X for all t < 0 , then its
1 1 2 0 ri

0t - limit set is contained in K, this implies that there must be at least

one critical point in K. If Jj* (B ) leaves K from the point p on

the segmental arc C C of U m UU , then we get a trajectory arc fi p of

y (J5 ) which intersects 3B at the point B and the point (3 so that the

region K1 enclosed by the curvilinear figure made up of ;he trajectory

arc P9P,
 an(3 the segmental arc p p of J B is a simply connected

region, and K' <Z. K. But now, there is only one tangency on the arc PpP

of JB, so it follows from the conclusion proved above (n=l) that

there must be at least one critical point in K', hence in K. If V (p )

is connected with Jj* (C ), then, by continuity, there is a point p

close to fi on the arc C p of U m U such that the negative

semi trajectory \/ (fi ) starting from p leaves K from the point (S

on the arc C C of [I m U , so again we get a trajectory arc (3 B

like & fi , Repeating an argument used above, one implies that there are

critical points in K. In the case in whichjj' (fi ) is connected with

y (C ), the same argument works. If y Cfl ) leaves K from the

point p on the arc U p of U m U , then, using exactly the same

type of argument, we can get a trajectory arc pRp like p 6 , and there

are at most 2k-3 tangencies on the segments1 arc p_p-. of U m U .

By the inductional hypothesis it follows that there is at least one critical

point in the region K (hence in K) bounded by the curvilinear figure

made up of the trajectory arc p B and the segmental arc p fl of " m l !

Thus we have proved that the lemma is true when n=k. This completes the

proof of Lemma 1.

Remark. It is not necessary that the arc U m, up i n Lemma 1 lies

entirely outside B. But the condition that K is simply connected is

important.

Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose the system (1) admits an isolating

block B whose boundary is denoted by ?B. There are in B precisely two

critical points 0 and 0 , where O is a repeller. Consider any

trajectory 'v'(p) originating from 0 . As t-^ + CO » V'^P^ m a^ tend to

a critical point, or approach to infinity, or tend to a set containing ordinary

points. In the third case, V ( P ) cannot be a separatrix ( see Definition 4).

We now distinguish two cases:

(I) Each of the trajectories originating from 0 is not a

separatrix.

(II) There is at least one trajectory originating from 0 being

a separatrix.

Consider first the case (I). By Definition 5, the region of

negative attraction of the critical point 0 , denoted by G, is a canonical

region. Further, by Definition 3 we know that it is a spiral region.

If 0 £ G , then 0 and 0 must be connected by some trajectory V^0,0,,)
2 1 2 1 ^

originating from 0 . But the fact that ^ (0 0 ) tends to the critical

point 0 as t —• + oo implies that
0 ) cannot lie in a spiral

)region (note that 0 and 0 lie in a bounded region B c R ). This

contradicts the above statement. So we suppose below that 0 e G. Thus

•bGriB^«J> (JG denote the boundary of G) . If J G C E , then the region

G is a bounded open set. Thus "&G is a singular closed trajectory lying

in B. But this contradicts the condition (ii) of Theorem 1. Hence we

have JG fl B ^ (̂  and &G <£ S.



If G is bounded, then there must be a segmental arc R 2
m3 Bi of

d B such that one of the points H and R "" is a strict exit point and

the other io a strict entrance point, and the region G1 bounded by the

arc R m R and the segmental arc R 1
m
2
R
2
 o f 3 G i s simply connected

(Fig.3). Since G'CG is part of a spiral region, there are no critical

points in this region. Consider a spiral )j originating from 0^. Since

V tends to SG as t -» + oo , there must be a segmental arc R^m2R2 o f

V such that together with a subarc H'm,Rj of t n e a r c E
2
m, R

1>

bound a simply connected region in which there are no critical points in its

interior. But this contradicts the Lemma 1.

If G is unbounded, then ^GflB ^ q> Implies that there is at

least one boundary L crossing B, and each end of L extends to infinity.

Let R be a point where L intersects JB. Consider a trajectory Y^

originating from 0 . We note that y approaches to infinity as t -» +ao f

on the other hand, R is a U> -limit point of it. So there is a point V.^

on a E close to R such that the trajectory arc B 3
m
4
R
4
 o f ^ l i e s

outside B, and such that the region G" bounded by the trajectory

arc R m R and the segmental arc R m R of SB is simply connected
3 4 4 4 D 3

(Fig.4). Since G"cG is part of a spiral region, there are no critical

points in this region. But this contradicts the Lemma 1. Thus we have

proved that the case (I) is impossible under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.

Consider now the case (II). Suppose that there are no trajectories

joining 0 and 0 , but there is at least one separatrix originating

from 0 . Each of the separatrices originating from 0 either tends to a

critical point or approaches to infinity. Every critical point which some

separatrix tends to must be outside B. It is not difficult to show that
the

there must be two (in/particular case they may be congruent) separatrices

V(p } and Ytp ) which intersect 5B at p and p , respectively, such that

the point 0 is contained in the sectorial region OJ bounded by

trajectory arcs 0 p and O p and the segmental arc p p^ of SB, and

such that there is not any other separatrix originating from 0 intersecting

this region (Fig.5). In fact, suppose that is not the case. Thus, if we
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construct a circle \ with the center 0 whose radius equals the distance

between 0 and 0 , then there is a half-neighbourhood O of the poi

0 On A. such that an infinite number of separatr:ces originating from

nt

intersect 6 at

point 0 as n

separatrix y{p

P'i P'y •••! P'. •••> and these points converge to the
Id n

n o . Let V (0 p' ) denote the segmental arc of the
* 1 n -

between 0 and pr. Then the sequence TY(O p') J

have the topological limit curve j Co 0 ) passing through 0 and 0 .

is a trajectory joining 0. and 0 This contradicts the

above hypothesis that there are no trajectories joining 0 and 0 .

Construct a small circle f with the center 0 transversal to

the flow. Let £ = Jfl oD . All the trajectories originating from the

points on $ fill a region D. It is easy to see that D is a strip

region. All the trajectories In the region D tend to the point 0 as

t — > - 00 > a n d tend to the same set (ti)-limit set) as t —> + oo • D has

two 'boundaries': the first is ^(p ) with the successive prolongations,

the second is y ^o^ vith the successive prolongations . Since the

point 0 is not contained in D, one of these two 'boundaries', say the

second, must intersect B again (Fig.6). Take a point p sufficiently

close to p^ and lying in D. The trajectory passing through the point

p^ must enter again into B for increasing time, so we get a simply

connected region D' bounded by the trajectory arc p \/P and the

segmental arc P4P3 of ^ B lying in D. And, since this region D'

is part of a strip region, there are no critical points in its interior.

This contradicts theL emma 1. Hence Theorem 1 is proved.

Proof of Theorem 2. Using Dulac's theorem ([8,p. 205]), Theorem 2

can be implied by Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 3. From the proof of the case (IT) of Theorem 1

it is easy to-, see that the condition (ii) of the theorem has not been used.

Furthermore, the region of negative attraction of the critical point 0

cannot be a spiral region provided that there is at least one trajectory

starting at 0 which tends to a critical ooint as t - * + « # . Thus, some

strip regions adjacent to the critical point 0 will appear. The same argument

used in the case (II) if Theorem 1 implies the Theorem 3. This completes the

proof of Theorem 3.
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